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The ±Fi s committed to rooting out potential 
bigotry and intolerance among police officers by 
promoting diversity in recruitment, bias training, 
community involvement, and a unique pledge that 
officers have been making. 

Visit a bitJy/3aixXpn to learn more. 

T';itlor Web App 
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This is clearly on your watch. Do you have a duty to intervene? 
Do you have a duty to report these racial epitaphs? Does any of this shame you to 
action? 

Please send this to all Commissioners and post to the 30-Day Commission 
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Good Day Fearless Commissioners! 

An incredible amount of information was sent in the hopes that one of you would 
do the right thing when presented with information that shows Hamasaki is not 
only a racist, ant-police zealot, but lacks the necessary temperament to hear 
cases on any type police discipline. 

I will be relentless in my pursuit of making you read his vile comments and point 
out your failure to lead which is only hastening the descent in the level of trust 
officers have in the Commission. Officers as well as the public can also see that 
an individual's ideological bent is more important than integrity for all of you at 
this point. The attitude of indifference you are displaying is exactly why the San 
Francisco city government landed in the midst of this devastating corruption 
scandal. Corruption does not only mean quid pro quo or material benefits. 
Corruption can be subtle also. 

Maybe you turn your head or look away. You defiantly do not correct the 
behavior. You believe you are not corrupt, but you take no stand because it is 
not popular or advantageous. It takes courage and leadership to look at a 
colleague and call him out for his unethical behavior. You talk about culture, yet 
look at the horrid cesspool that you have to wade through to protect the 
unrelenting march to neuter the department. The Commission culture is one of 
overt politics in order to cover-up the failures of progressive ineptitude in the 
areas of education, mental health, homelessness and individual accountability 
while propping up the fictitious notion that law enforcement is driven by racism. 

Since we are putting so much stock in Dante King, please have him review 
Hamasaki's tweets and have him answer these questions. 

1. Would an officer that shows absolute contempt for a group of people based 
solely on that group's common attributes be allowed to stay on in law 
enforcement? 

2. Should an officer that retweets his like of a racist and misogynistic messages 
- twice, be allowed to work without any discipline or counseling? 

3. Should an officer be allowed to tell a female executive that a delay in her 
work product is no different that a knee on the neck of a group? 

Shall we begin? Again. 
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John Hamasaki 
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Until SFPD incentivizes good work and punishes those 
who harm the community, 'the culture will never change. 
This has been a sore spot for the Police Commission 
for years. 

Lgh chscphne for po1ce misconduct is the nonii in San Fancsco 
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Hamasaki believes that to change a culture you need to punish 
transgressors. I applaud his stance and by extension, his belief that 
restorative justice and rehabilitation are nothing more than buzzwords 
covering up the failures of progressives and we need to lock people up. 
Hamasaki will not change - Punish him with removal! 
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The words we use matter. 

Adrian Khan @akh I i I v 21 

For those who can't stop using the term 
offender, when does one stop being an 
"'offender" in your world? 

Do words matter when they come from a small minded commissioner? 
Resoundingly yes! 
And to answer the question posed by his fellow traveler asking about the word 
"offender".. .It depends. If you are a murderer, rapist, pedophile or terrorist - 

NEVER. The trauma scars that victims and their loved ones bare NEVER go away 
and neither should the Scarlet Letter on some criminals. 

Let's review the words that Hamasaki uses in public. Does he say this to or 
around Commissioners Brookter, Cohen or Taylor? How about to Chief Scott or 
Director Henderson? What would be a good place to start for the Department to 
punish an officer for this language? Probably Termination. Lead by example for 
your colleague! 
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FOR ALL U BITCH ASS NIGGAS THAT THOUGHT I 
WAS GON LOSE, I WON BITCH 
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HAMASAKI N-WD;RO - REWiE1rED FROM DRAKEO THE RULER 

@HamaskilLaw Tweets 

• . #MrEVERYTHING - 

FOR ALL U BITCH ASS NIGGAS THAT THOUGHT I WAS GON LOSE, I WON 
BITCH  t4 IV IS 
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HAMASA N-WORD - IRflW'EETED FROM ØMREEPVTHIN( 

Read it and than ask yourselves if these words matter. 

What if they the words show what you think of officers? 
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True 

4i Chad Loder ::L:iL::H FL 

I'd like to see some mainstream reporting on "rniliUas that focuses on how 
mind-numbingly stupid and cowardly these guys are. 

I'm not saying they pose no threat but it takes 5 minutes talking to these 
rejects to realize you're dealing with folks who couldn't even become a cop. 

Shov this thrc'd 

tilT jPp•Iil. 

Q U 

Vinny Eng ii iyeng Nov 13 

Or just stop centering white males. I don't understand the persistent 
media obsession with the white male. The narwhal that is the disaffected 
Trump suppoLr. 

John Hamasaki  

Narwhals don't carry big guns and try to scare people at Wendys 

Vinny Eng ii 

I'll drop the book off later 

What does Hamasaki think about law enforcement officers' intellectual 

capabilities? Apparently not much. 

He believes that militia members are inferior to him and officers are barely a step 

above these deplorables. 
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In the first volume of Fire Hamasaki, we all saw his arrogance attempting to 
cover his low intellectual capacity and insecurity. Below, he unwittingly 
acknowledges how dumb he is. 

John Hamasaki 

Stupid Spreaders. 

People's City Council Los Angeles 

Over 600 LAPD officers have gotten CO VIE) and they still refuse to wear 
masks. losangeles. cbslocaLcom/2020/i 0/27/lap... 

= ngeles 
CBS Los Angeles 

CBSN
ig  

:625 LARD, 20`0 LAFD 
Employees Have'Tested 

Positive For COVID-19 

Rv CRSLA Staff 
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c) u 
As drool runs from his lip, he mumbles, "Must be true. Must be true." 
Why is Hamasaki dumber than dirt... because headlines define his thought 
process especially when it confirms his bias 
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Meanwhile.. .Where is the Commission Idiot? 

! aki 

Rage tweeting my way through quarantine. 24 hours 
down. 

6:3 PM Nov ii, 2020 Twitter for Phone 

Yes! Quarantined like those stupid cops! 

With no facts, I'll guess it was due to Hamasakis Trumpian refusal to wear a 

mask! Stupid Spreader! 
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What do Peter Thief and Hamasaki have in common? According to the 

Commission Idiot, they both use white nationalist language. Wonder who 

Hamasaki hangs out with though? We should check around some North beach 

bars to find out. 

KmMa!iCutie[r 
What's wrong with Fremont and Union  City? 

Carla Maflnucci 

More @PeterThiel on CA "Even in the state of California, which is close 
to bankrupt as a state., it's amazing there is an incredible tech thing 
going on in Silicon Valley- (but) if you go East across the Dumbarton 
bridge, you're basically in this faiing state.." @Hooverinst 

4r John Hamasaki 
It's not that (cpoerthieI is a white nationalist, he just hangs out with them 
and shares similar views. 

Wait for it... 
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John Harnasaki 

LA is a tailed state. 

J FOX Ii Los Angeles (, )I Nov 2/ 

BLACK FRIDAY AT THE 'CITADEL / Not everyone turned to the Internet to 
catch Black Friday sales this year. Instead, some shoppers flocked to their local 
malls including the 'Citadel Outlets in Commerce. By noon, shoppers struggled 
to even find a parking spot bitiy/3'mil'0AU 
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Hanging out with white nationalists again? Maybe that is where he got his 
idea that punishment should be meted out to change behavior. 

Maybe Hamasaki is turning over a new leaf and accountability for victimizing 

your community, the poor and vulnerable are just not acceptable. 
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Don Juan Hamasaki 

1 
Foow 

Don Juan Hamasaki 

The truth shall set you free. Time for a dose of reality. It's been broken here for a 
while, time to fix it. Immediately.... 

cjQ Ldlifornia ±: Joined November 2020 

B Following 6 Followers 

Don Juan Hamasaki is a better person and commissioner - you all should 

follow him. 
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